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The Official Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Treasury
Raphael and Alopex come face to face with a new group of mutant bikers intent
on doing things their own way. Will the Road Hogs be friend or foe?
Collects the continuing adventures of the mutant turtles in which they encounter
Shredder and gain a new group member.
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES: THE ULTIMATE COLLECTION, VOL. 2.
JANUARY 2012. © 2012 Viacom International Inc. All Rights Reserved.
A Gift That Every Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Lover Will Thank you For! This
book is great for kids, teens and adults as well - anyone who loves Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles ! It will also serve as a fantastic Christmas gift. The size of
the pages is 8.5"x11". This book is NOT AN OFFICIAL Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles PRODUCT. Not approved by or affiliated with Mirage Studios.
Donatello builds a robot to fight Shredder's army, but when it malfuntions his
powerful weapon turns on the Turtles.
A New York Times best-seller! THE DARK KNIGHT AND THE HEROES IN A
HALF SHELL COLLIDED IN THE COMICS CROSSOVER EVENT OF THE
YEAR! New York City. The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles face the battle of a
lifetime, fighting both the fearsome Foot Clan and their leader, the Shredder, and
the alien forces of General Krang...which is exactly Krang's plan. Now a singledimensional warp can rid him of both of his greatest rivals at once. Gotham City.
From the Penguin to Killer Croc to Ra's al Ghul and beyond, the caped crimefighter called Batman already has his hands full protecting his city. Suddenly, a
new enemy emerges--the Shredder and his ninja followers, transported to
Gotham and unleashed upon an unsuspecting world. Now they're on the hunt for
the technology that will help them return home...and conquer Gotham City in the
process, with the help of Batman's deadliest rogues. But heroes come in all
shapes, and the Dark Knight does not fight alone. As the Caped Crusader joins
forces with Leonardo, Donatello, Michelangelo, Raphael and Master Splinter, can
the Bat, the Rat, and the Turtles take down the most vicious villains from two
dimensions? DC Comics and IDW Publishing proudly present
BATMAN/TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES written by James Tynion IV
(DETECTIVE COMICS) and illustrated by Freddie Williams II (ROBIN) collecting
BATMAN/TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES #1-6!
The Official Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles TreasuryNew York : Villard Books
Fun awesome official Coloring Book for kids (Ages 4-10) who love TEENAGE
MUTANT NINJA TURTLES. You or your child will love to fill the pages of this
coloring book with bright colors. Favorite characters are waiting for you inside the
book! Enjoy it! Each coloring page is printed on a separate sheet to prevent bleedthrough.Rip away a page with your favorite TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA
TURTLES and hang the colored copy in your bedroom or gift it to your friends!
This magical coloring book features 29 You will be offered a lovely, high-quality
illustrations in black and white with a color option for its coloringFavorite
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characters are waiting for you inside the book! Enjoy it!! This remarkable coloring
book will give fans TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES positive emotionsThis
book is a godsend for those who want to unleash their artistic potential The
pages are a nice large 8.5x11 size. This is the perfect and inexpensive gift for
Valentine's Day, birthdays, graduation, anniversaries, Christmas or any special.
The turtles and their friends go to the rescue when their beloved mentor, Splinter, is
taken captive by Hob the cat, only to be carried off by ninjas working for Shredder.
Presenting the complete TMNT stories in recommended reading order, including oneshots, crossovers, and event series. Everything a beginner could need, everything a
diehard could want. It's all been leading up to this! A massive showdown on the streets
of New York City! As New York gets torn apart by different factions mutant and human
alike, Karai returns and the future of the TMNT, in fact all of NYC, comes down to a
final negotiation between Splinter and Karai. It's the shocking culmination of nearly a
decade of storytelling as our heroes face their darkest hour against a multitude of
enemies bent on their total destruction. Find out how a City at War will change the
world forever! Plus, abandon all hope... as the most infamous villain in the Turtles'
universe, Shredder, returns! Oroku Saki's death was just the beginning, and his journey
through the depths of the underworld proves to be anything but a divine comedy. How
much of Shredder's soul will remain after he faces the horrors of hell. Collects Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles #90-100 including the 2019 Free Comic Book Day issue, MacroSeries: Raphael, and the Shredder In Hell mini-series.
TMNT co-creator Kevin Eastman and writer Tom Waltz guide readers through a groundbreaking new origin and into epic tales of courage, loyalty and family as the Turtles and
their allies battle for survival against enemies old and new in the dangerous streets and
sewers of New York City. Includes TMNT volumes #1-5, which collects the first 20
issues of the ongoing series.
Mickey, Goofy, and Eurasia Toft are out to find Atlantis or die trying... and their path
leads to the British seacoast, where--yaarrr!--there be pirates, pitfalls, creepy Count
Zoox, and a new threat from the hideous Horde of the Violet Hare! Dive into a new
thriller by fan favorite Andrea "Casty" Castellan--then stick around for two wild Pegleg
Pete adventures from legendary Disney writer/artist Romano Scarpa! Collects IDW's
Mickey Mouse#13-15.
Presenting the complete TMNT stories in recommended reading order, including oneshots, crossovers, and event series. Everything a beginner could need, everything a
diehard could want. Old Hob, Slash, and their crew have become a force to be
reckoned with, and, when someone close to the group is kidnapped, the Mutanimals
end up on an adventure more wild and dangerous than they could ever have imagined.
Then, the Turtles return from Burnow Island to find unimaginable tragedy. As the family
struggles to cope, an enraged Foot Clan prepares its revenge. Meanwhile, Casey
prepares for a final showdown with Hun as the Purple Dragons run amok, and April has
come into possession of an ancient scroll that seems to point to answers regarding the
Pantheon. It all leads to a final showdown as Karai decrees a Gauntlet battle between
Splinter and Shredder. Collects the Mutanimals mini-series by Paul Allor and Andy
Kuhn; issues #45-50 of the ongoing series by Tom Waltz, Kevin Eastman, Mateus
Santolouco, and Cory Smith; the 2015 Free Comic Book Day issue; and the Casey &
April mini-series by Mariko Tamaki and Irene Koh.
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Read along and re-live the new Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles cartoon-action with Leo,
Don, Mikey, Raph, April, and Shredder in these young reader volumes. This volume
adapts the season 2 two-part finale "The Invasion."
Donatello accidentally creates a new water-based mutant in his lab. The aquatic ally
seems peaceful enough... until the Drip realizes there's a lot more water in the world
than Don lets on! Collects issues #13-14 and the Carmelo Anthony Special!
Turtles...in space! Krang is set to go on trial in Dimension X but he has hired the
cybernetic assassin Hakk-R to eliminate the witnesses set to testify against him.
Meanwhile, the Turtles race to different planets in Dimension X to escort the witnesses
to safety before Hakk-R gets to them first! Then, an enemy from Master Splinter's past
is back and hungry for revenge. To get it, he'll summon the most dangerous foe that the
Turtles have ever encountered-the Collectors, shape-shifting demons that can pass
through dimensions at will and cannot be stopped once they have been summoned to
harvest a soul. To save themselves, the Turtles team up with the Ghostbusters, the
only people who have ever faced the Collectors and lived to tell the tale. Collects
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Universe issues #19-20, issues #73-75 of the ongoing
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles series, the Dimension X mini-series, and the
TMNT/Ghostbusters 2 crossover mini-series.
Recovering from the events of "City Fall," the Turtles seek sanctuary in the countryside, but
questions remain unanswered and tension festers among the brothers. Meanwhile, in New
York, Shredder tightens his grip on the city in their absence and Krang's plan to destroy the
Earth is ramping up but Baxter Stockman has ideas of his own. Collects TMNT issues #29-37,
Utrom Empire, and the 2014 Annual.
Collects recipes for sixty five pizza dishes inspired by the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles,
including New York-style pepperoni pizza, Leo's katana slashes, and pizza potstickers.
IDW's relaunch of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles has been a hit with fans and critics alike.
Now, collect the series in all-new oversized hardcovers that present the stories in
recommended reading order. Collects the first 12 issues of the new ongoing series, plus the
Raphael, Michelangelo, Donatello, Leonardo, and Splinter Micro-Series one-shots spliced inbetween.
The landmark 100th issue of Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles gets the celebration it deserves in
this special hardcover edition. Concluding the epic "City At War" storyline, issue #100 brings
nearly eight years of action-packed continuity by TMNT co-creater Kevin Eastman and series
co-writer Tom Waltz to its dramatic finale. Featuring art by Dan Duncan, Dave Wachter, Sophie
Campbell, Mateus Santolouco, and more. But that's not all. In addition to the landmark issue,
join TMNT scholar Patrick Ehlers for a review of the road to 100 issues through an in-depth
look at everything that came before. This authoritative study of IDW's TMNT continuity is the
perfect companion for such a notable comic book milestone, bringing the story into sharp focus
for new fans or readers that have been there since the start.
Tensions grow in Mutant Town as old friends and enemies return, and new friends return older!
Plus epic showdowns as perfectly matched adversaries face off! As Michelangelo takes to the
airwaves, the citizens of Mutant Town express their grievances with both the Turtles and the
Mutanimals. Meanwhile, Karai searches for two new powerful mutants who could tip the
balance of power in New York City and a familiar character from the future arrives with a most
unusual quest. Plus, the return of Casey Jones and Bebop and Rocksteady! Then, when
Jennika comes face to face with the person who almost killed her, will the other Turtles be able
to stop her from exacting revenge? And, it's the biggest battle of the year as Bebop and
Rocksteady take on Tokka and Rahzar! Collects issues #112-117 of IDW's Teenage Mutant
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Ninja Turtles.
A full-color activity book featuring the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles! New York City. An old
menace returns. New mutations arise. The ultimate showdown approaches. Our heroes must
rise up again to save the city they love, even if it means exposing themselves for who they truly
are . . . Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles! Children ages 3-7 will love this full-color fan
book--featuring posters, stickers, and more.
Presenting the complete TMNT stories in recommended reading order, including one-shots,
crossovers, and event series. Everything a beginner could need, everything a diehard could
want. Discover the secret origins of the Triceratons: how they began on Earth, what that
means for their return, and how they successfully rebelled against their Utrom captors! After a
millennia away from home, the Triceratons are at last free to return home. They come in
peace, but how will the world react to a Triceraton "invasion" in the heart of New York City?
About how you would expect, especially when the Earth Protection Force gets involved. As the
three-pronged attack begins in earnest, it's up to the Turtles to stop the conflict before it
escalates into all-out war! Then, various groups jockey for control in New York, each with their
own agendas and goals. But there is one who doesn't care about power or victory, only
chaos... the Rat King! Will the TMNT be able to stop him from doing the unspeakable? Collects
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Universe issues #16-22, issues #76-84 of the ongoing Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles series, and Macro-Series: Donatello.
Offers an illustrated guide to the world of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles animated television
program from Nickelodeon, offering profiles of the turtles, their weapons, their machines, their
friends, and their enemies.

From darkened sewers to shadowy streets, Nickelodeon's Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles fight the forces of evil wherever they find them. This storybook is sure to thrill
kids ages 3–7. This Nickelodeon Read-Along contains audio narration.
A comprehensive guide to Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles collectibles lists licensed
products--comic books, toys, games, action figures, T-shirts--and their current values
It's ShredderTM Stompin' Time - Complete walkthrough of the Turtle World - Cool
combos for each Turtle listed - Enemies section outlining Ninja strategy - Essential boss
strategies - Tips for Challenge mode - Secret passwords, levels, and battles
For millennia, the Pantheon family have played a deadly chess game with humanity,
willingly sacrificing innocent and guilty alike in their twisted pursuit of victory. But now,
one member of the family sees the opportunity to end the eternal contest once and for
all—a final, crushing triumph over his immortal siblings and all of human- and mutantkind. The time has arrived for the Rat King to make his most chaotic and destructive
moves yet. The time has come at last for… THE ARMAGEDDON GAME! Written by
Tom Waltz and illustrated by Casey Maloney, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Annual
2021 is the official prelude to the major TMNT event years in the making.
"Volume 2 collects issues #13-20 of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles ongoing series,
the Casey Jones, April O'Neil, Fugitoid, Krang, and Baxter Stockman micro-series oneshots, plus the Secret History of the Foot Clan mini-series"--Page 4 of cover.
Time is short as Krang accelerates his plan to terraform the Earth... which will kill all
who live on it! A surprise alliance results in a daring plan - and the stakes have never
been higher! Collects issues #41-44.
A beautiful oversized book of Kevin Eastman TMNT covers, each one suitablefor
framing! 16 terrific Turtle covers, all by TMNT co-creator Kevin Eastman,with perforated
edges enabling fans to easily remove any images for framing.Your wall will never look
the same!
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A thorough look back at the TMNT's comic book origins with their first stories plus
insightful annotations from co-creators Kevin Eastman and Peter Laird. Rediscover the
underground roots of Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles with this special collection of
Mirage Studios' issues #56-62 which includes the conclusion to the epic City at War
storyline. With over 180 pages of mutated-martial arts action along with annotations
following each issue, this volume is perfect for fans to relive the glorious days of the
Turtles' origins as well as an excellent place for new readers to see where the TMNT
phenomenon began.
In order to save the world against the wealthy industrialist Max Winters, the Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles and Master Splinter must go up against strange creatures, the
sneaky Foot Ninja, and a legend that seems dangerously real.
Collects the continuing adventures of the Mutant Turtles in which they engage in a
battle with the Shredder, their ultimate nemesis.
Turtle power! Featuring dazzling art from the 2012 Nickelodeon series, this tome is the
perfect companion to any Turtle fan's collection. Straight from the visionary minds
behind one of the most beloved incarnations of the lean, green ninja team! Step into the
sewers with New York's most bizarre teenage heroes and relive their epic adventures
from Nickelodeon's ground-breaking CG-animated series! This book is a loving look at
the artistry and creative vision that redefined a franchise and breathed new life into
these beloved characters. Dig through early concept sketches, beautiful background
paintings, and glimpses into the innovative CG production that brought the world to life.
This exclusive artbook reveals secrets behind the creation of the show, never-beforeseen artwork and insider commentary--all curated by the show's executive producer,
Ciro Nieli. Whether it's exploring the Turtles' lair, discovering the myth and culture of the
legendary ninja and samurai, or experiencing the streets of New York City like never
before--it is all presented within these pages!
Describes the early adventures of the crime-fighting mutant turtles, including their
efforts to stop robot mouse exterminators reprogrammed to eat almost anything, find
their missing mentor, and explore the facility TCRI, which has links to their origins.
Welcome to the new world of TMNT! After the cataclysmic events of "City At War," the
Turtles find New York City drastically changed--new factions and enemies are on the
rise, and allies are in short supply. The Turtles discover that in order to survive they will
need to work together like never before, but when they find themselves separated, Old
Hob decides to fill the power vacuum with some very unusual mutants: Zanna,
Mushroom, and Zink! Collects issues #101-105 of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
series.
Presenting the complete TMNT stories in recommended reading order, including oneshots, crossovers, and event series. Everything a beginner could need, everything a
diehard could want. Bebop and Rocksteady stumble across a time-travel scepter,
kickstarting the craziest, most destructive adventure yet! Then, when a mysterious new
mutant targets Baxter Stockman, it will be up to the TMNT to reluctantly save him, but
little does anyone know that a larger trap is being laid by a new arch-foe. Plus,
Donatello reboots a new and improved Metalhead only to find that the robot no longer
functions entirely as designed. Collects the Bebop & Rocksteady Destroy Everything
mini-series, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Universe issues #1-8, and Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles issues #65-66.
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Master Splinter and the brothers search for the lost Raphael who is fending for himself
on the streets of New York City, but they are sidetracked by a mutant alley cat and his
band of criminals.
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